
California Coalition for Inclusive Literacy
Implementation Q & A

Where’s the support for all? Is LACOE doing that or just working with 8 focus LEAs (2
days TOT delivery)?

There are three tiers of support provided through CCIL. COE teams participate in Tier 3
intensive support for coaching leaders. After receiving the 4 half-day Training-of-trainers (ToT)
training, COE team members will deliver Tier 2 targeted support to up to 8 focus LEAs within the
county. The goal for Tier 1 support is for coaching leaders to embed UDL within their front-facing
professional learning within the context of their own units. The multi-county CCIL team has also
been delivering Tier 1 trainings statewide through CDE and CCEE. At LACOE, Tier 1 supports
will be offered through the Inclusive Literacy by Design unit.

Can I have more info on what Year 1 looks like, training, dates, hours, etc.

During the the 2021-22 school year each coaching leader will
● Attend 4 half-day ToT workshops in August
● Attend one workshop per month (Lesson Design, Instructional Rounds, Journey

Mapping, etc.)
● Deliver 4 half-day trainings to at least one LEA on contract (This may be done with a

coaching partner, if preferred.)
● Facilitate access to collaborative space on Learning Designed, CAST’s online

community learning platform
● Begin to embed aspects of UDL in professional development trainings offered through

respective units (MTSS, Math, CCR, etc.)

What are we delivering in Year 2? 2 full day sessions or 4 half days are for all of LA
County or just target LEAs? Any more support we are expected to provide?

During the 2022-2023 school year, each coaching leader will
● Attend one COE team meeting a month
● Continue working with contracted LEA to

○ Facilitate two sets of UDL “Instructional Rounds” (Learning walks, observations)
○ Facilitate one Lesson-Design Studio
○ Help establish PLCs and/or internal plan to spread and scale Inclusive Literacy
○ Optional: additional virtual workshops and technical assistance, as needed
○ Specialized trainings through respective units incorporating inclusive literacy

and/or UDL



I thought it was a LACOE team working with all 8. How do you account for
standardization of delivery if we are in independent small teams that meet?

The objective is fidelity to the content and to the goal of the project rather than standardization
of delivery. The ToT, itself, models UDL guidelines and principles by providing coaching leaders
with flexibility and multiple pathways to access content and meet goals. We will be learning and
meeting as a whole group for the 4 half days of training and for monthly workshops. We will also
be using the same materials and resources developed by CAST with the understanding that
coaching leaders may tailor and adapt according to audience and context.

How many LEAs would our COE team work with? Will we each need to schedule OMS
registration for our supports and have our support staff manage logistics? Or is there a
CCIL secretary to do that?

The grant allows for contracts with up to 8 LEAs. I will be working with CIS Division Secretary
Cecilia Ceballos to manage logistics including contracts, ARFs, break-even analysis templates
and Inter-Divisional Categorical Program Agreements (IDCPAs) for the stipends. Since this is
contracted work, I don’t anticipate using OMS for registration purposes.

What is the LACOE expectation for UDL support from this team after the grant? Hold
general UDL PD? Trying to understand impact on units beyond 2 years.

After the grant expires at the end of the 2023 school year, the expectation is that internal district
and county coaching capacity will exist to sustain and scale the model. LACOE’s coaching
leaders will be implementation specialists who can continue to offer UDL and inclusive literacy
support to foster self-sustaining communities of practice across district and county lines. The
hope is that the Inclusive Literacy by Design unit will continue to exist within CIS for inclusive
literacy and UDL support and collaboration will continue between units to offer specialized
trainings through your lenses. At the end of the two years, we will have a repository of resources
for educators within LACOE’s boundaries and statewide to support continued implementation
and facilitation of training.

RLA is contracting with Katie Novak, can we get the $1500 for offering this UDL training?

No. The $1500 stipend is exclusive to the CCIL project and only available as part of a CDE
Educator Workforce Investment Grant (EWIG) specific to delivery of CAST-aligned training
related to inclusive literacy and UDL.



I would like to incorporate this in trainings offered and not a specific district. Can I have
multiple district teams sign up for trainings I offer?

This is the eventual goal of CCIL--to have COE staff embed inclusive literacy and UDL
principles in trainings they create and offer through their units. Let’s talk more as a group about
the rollout of the CCIL trainings to maximize opportunities for coordination and collaboration and
reduce potential for overlapping and conflicts.

If we do a training related to ADR (Facilitated IEP meetings), does this count as training?

It counts as a training and we need to speak more specifically about what that would look like
for LACOE. It’s unknown yet whether the $1500 stipend will be available for ADR training.
However, I did pose the question to CAST and was told that there may be extra funds to offer
stipends for ADR trainings as well. I’d love to sit down with the Special Education unit to come
up with a plan and proposal that CAST could budget for.


